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Introductory Chemistry
EDITIONS: This book is available in paperback in 5.5" x 8.5" (portable size), 8.5" x 11" (large size), and as an eBook. This
5.5" x 8.5" edition is the most portable, while the details of the figures - including the periodic tables - are most clear in the
large size and large print edition. However, the paperback editions are in black-and-white, whereas the eBooks are in color.
OVERVIEW: This book focuses on fundamental chemistry concepts, such as understanding the periodic table of the
elements and how chemical bonds are formed. No prior knowledge of chemistry is assumed. The mathematical component
involves only basic arithmetic. The content is much more conceptual than mathematical. AUDIENCE: It is geared toward
helping anyone – student or not – to understand the main ideas of chemistry. Both students and non-students may find it
helpful to be able to focus on understanding the main concepts without the constant emphasis on computations that is
generally found in chemistry lectures and textbooks. CONTENTS: (1) Understanding the organization of the periodic table,
including trends and patterns. (2) Understanding ionic and covalent bonds and how they are formed, including the structure
of valence electrons. (3) A set of rules to follow to speak the language of chemistry fluently: How to name compounds when
different types of compounds follow different naming schemes. (4) Understanding chemical reactions, including how to
balance them and a survey of important reactions. (5) Understanding the three phases of matter: properties of matter,
amorphous and crystalline solids, ideal gases, liquids, solutions, and acids/bases. (6) Understanding atomic and nuclear
structure and how it relates to chemistry. (7) VErBAl ReAcTiONS: A brief fun diversion from science for the verbal side of the
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brain, using symbols from chemistry's periodic table to make word puzzles. ANSWERS: Every chapter includes self-check
exercises to offer practice and help the reader check his or her understanding. 100% of the exercises have answers at the
back of the book. COPYRIGHT: Teachers who purchase one copy of this book or borrow one copy of this book from a library
may reproduce selected pages for the purpose of teaching chemistry concepts to their own students.

General Chemistry Workbook
This unique book bridges the gap between toxicology and chemistry at a level understandable by a wide spectrum of
readers with various interests and a broad range of backgrounds in chemistry, biochemistry, and toxicology. The third
edition has been thoroughly updated and expanded to reflect recent advances in important areas of research, including
toxicogenetics and toxic effects on various body systems. Toxicological Chemistry and Biochemistry, Third Edition begins by
outlining the basic concepts of general chemistry, organic chemistry, and biochemistry needed to understand the topics in
the book. The author then presents an overview of environmental chemistry so that you can understand the remainder of
the material covered within that framework. He also discusses biodegradation, bioaccumulation, and biochemical processes
that occur in water and soil. The new chapter on toxic effects considers toxicities to the endocrine and reproductive
systems, and the section on xenobiotics analysis deals with the determination of toxicants and their metabolites in blood
and other biological materials. The chapter on the genetic aspects of toxicology discusses the ways in which chemical
damage to DNA can cause mutations, cancer, and other toxic effects on specific body systems, and it considers the role of
genetics in determining individual susceptibilities to various toxicants. Toxicological Chemistry and Biochemistry, Third
Edition retains the basic information and structure that made the first two editions popular with students and industry
professionals, while enhancing the usefulness of the book and modernizing it in important areas. Review questions and
supplementary references at the end of each chapter round out the third edition of this bestselling work.

Biochemistry For Dummies
INTRODUCTORY CHEMISTRY: A FOUNDATION combines enhanced problem-solving structure with substantial pedagogy to
enable students to become strong independent problem solvers in the introductory course and beyond. Capturing student
interest through early coverage of chemical reactions, accessible explanations and visualizations, and an emphasis on
everyday applications, the authors explain chemical concepts by starting with the basics, using symbols or diagrams, and
conclude by encouraging students to test their own understanding of the solution. This step-by-step approach has already
helped hundreds of thousands of students master chemical concepts and develop problem-solving skills. The book is known
for its focus on conceptual learning and for the way it motivates students by connecting chemical principles to real-life
experiences in chapter-opening discussions and Chemistry in Focus boxes. Important Notice: Media content referenced
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within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.

Chemistry for Aqa Co-Ordinated Award
Chemistry
What happens when you combine two or more elements? Through a variety of practice problems, you learn to identify when
a chemical reaction has occurred, how to write chemical equations, and how to balance equations to conserve the atoms.

Must Know High School Chemistry
Textbook outling concepts of molecular science

Strategies and Solutions to Advanced Organic Reaction Mechanisms
REA's Quick Access Study Charts contain all the information students, teachers, and professionals need in one handy
reference. They provide quick, easy access to important facts. The charts contain commonly used math formulas, historical
facts, language conjugations, vocabulary and more! Great for exams, classroom reference, or a quick refresher on the
subject.

The Language of Chemistry or Chemical Equations
AP Chemistry Crash Course Book + Online
See how chemistry is relevant to your life Now in its fifth edition, Introductory Chemistry continues to foster deep
engagement in the course by showing how chemistry manifests in your daily life. Author Nivaldo Tro draws upon his
classroom experience as an award-winning instructor to extend chemistry from the laboratory to your world, with relevant
applications and a captivating writing style. Closely integrated with the fifth edition of Introductory Chemistry,
MasteringChemistry® gives you the tools you need to succeed in this course. This program provides you a better learning
experience. It will help you to: • Personalize learning with MasteringChemistry®: This data-validated online homework,
tutorial, and assessment program helps you quickly master concepts, and enables instructors to provide timely intervention
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when necessary. • Achieve deep conceptual understanding: Several new Conceptual Checkpoints and Self- Assessment
Quizzes help you better grasp key concepts. • Develop problem-solving skills: A step-by-step framework encourages you to
think logically rather than simply memorize formulas. Additional worked examples, enhanced with audio and video,
reinforce challenging problems. • Maintain interest in chemistry: The inclusion of concrete examples of key ideas
throughout the program keeps you engaged in the material. Note: If you are purchasing the standalone text or electronic
version, MasteringChemistry does not come automatically packaged with the text. To purchase MasteringChemistry please
visit: www.masteringchemistry.com or you can purchase a package of the physical text + MasteringChemistry by searching
for 9780321910073 / 0321910079. MasteringChemistry is not a self-paced technology and should only be purchased when
required by an instructor.

Organic Chemistry II For Dummies
Good,No Highlights,No Markup,all pages are intact, Slight Shelfwear,may have the corners slightly dented, may have slight
color changes/slightly damaged spine.

Chemistry in the Laboratory
Chemistry is a difficult subject to fully comprehend with its equations and scientific laws. Trying to digest an entire book in
one semester is a tough job but with the help of study guides like these, you can absorb information in chemistry much
more effectively. This guide covers chemical equations, including examples, potential problems and solutions.

Chemistry Equations And Answers (Speedy Study Guides)
CK-12 Chemistry - Second Edition
This workbook is a comprehensive collection of solved exercises and problems typical to AP, introductory, and general
chemistry courses, as well as blank worksheets containing further practice problems and questions. It contains a total of
197 learning objectives, grouped in 28 lessons, and covering the vast majority of the types of problems that a student will
encounter in a typical one-year chemistry course. It also contains a fully solved, 50-question practice test, which gives
students a good idea of what they might expect on an actual final exam covering the entire material.

Chemistry
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CK-12 Foundation's Chemistry - Second Edition FlexBook covers the following chapters:Introduction to Chemistry - scientific
method, history.Measurement in Chemistry - measurements, formulas.Matter and Energy - matter, energy.The Atomic
Theory - atom models, atomic structure, sub-atomic particles.The Bohr Model of the Atom electromagnetic radiation, atomic
spectra. The Quantum Mechanical Model of the Atom energy/standing waves, Heisenberg, Schrodinger.The Electron
Configuration of Atoms Aufbau principle, electron configurations.Electron Configuration and the Periodic Table- electron
configuration, position on periodic table.Chemical Periodicity atomic size, ionization energy, electron affinity.Ionic Bonds
and Formulas ionization, ionic bonding, ionic compounds.Covalent Bonds and Formulas nomenclature, electronic/molecular
geometries, octet rule, polar molecules.The Mole Concept formula stoichiometry.Chemical Reactions balancing equations,
reaction types.Stoichiometry limiting reactant equations, yields, heat of reaction.The Behavior of Gases molecular
structure/properties, combined gas law/universal gas law.Condensed Phases: Solids and Liquids intermolecular forces of
attraction, phase change, phase diagrams.Solutions and Their Behavior concentration, solubility, colligate properties,
dissociation, ions in solution.Chemical Kinetics reaction rates, factors that affect rates.Chemical Equilibrium forward/reverse
reaction rates, equilibrium constant, Le Chatelier's principle, solubility product constant.Acids-Bases strong/weak acids and
bases, hydrolysis of salts, pHNeutralization dissociation of water, acid-base indicators, acid-base titration,
buffers.Thermochemistry bond breaking/formation, heat of reaction/formation, Hess' law, entropy, Gibb's free energy.
Electrochemistry oxidation-reduction, electrochemical cells.Nuclear Chemistry radioactivity, nuclear equations, nuclear
energy.Organic Chemistry straight chain/aromatic hydrocarbons, functional groups.Chemistry Glossary

Chemistry
This workbook supplements the textbook Learning Elementary Chemistry for Class 8. In this workbook, thought provoking
questions have been framed to cover all the topics that are in the textbook. The sequence of the chapters is same as in the
textbook. This will help students in revising and understanding the concept learnt in the text book.

Toxicological Chemistry and Biochemistry, Third Edition
EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO HELP SCORE A PERFECT 800. Equip yourself to ace the SAT Chemistry Subject Test with The
Princeton Review's comprehensive study guide—including 3 full-length practice tests, thorough reviews of key chemistry
topics, and targeted strategies for every question type. This eBook edition has been optimized for on-screen viewing with
cross-linked questions, answers, and explanations. We don't have to tell you how tough SAT Chemistry is—or how helpful a
stellar exam score can be for your chances of getting into your top-choice college. Written by the experts at The Princeton
Review, Cracking the SAT Chemistry Subject Test arms you to take on the test and achieve your highest score. Techniques
That Actually Work. • Tried-and-true strategies to help you avoid traps and beat the test • Tips for pacing yourself and
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guessing logically • Essential tactics to help you work smarter, not harder Everything You Need to Know to Help Achieve a
High Score. • Expert subject reviews for every test topic • Up-to-date information on the SAT Chemistry Subject Test •
Score conversion tables for accurate self-assessment Practice Your Way to Perfection. • 3 full-length practice tests with
detailed answer explanations • Hands-on experience with all three question types in each content chapter • Complete
study sheet of core formulas and terms

Science Units for Grades 9-12
This resource has separate books for biology, chemistry and physics. Each book is accompanied by a teacher's resource
pack on customizable CD-ROM or as a printed pack. The series is designed to work in conjunction with the Separate Science
for AQA series, so that coordinated and separate science can be taught alongside each other.

Balancing Chemical Equations Worksheets (Over 200 Reactions to Balance)
Struggling with balancing chemical reaction? Balancing chemical equations can look intimidating for lot of us. The good
news is that practice makes perfect. Master balancing skill with this workbook packed with hundreds of practice problems.
This book is for anyone who wants to master the art of balancing chemical reactions. First few chapters of this book are
step-by-step explanation of the concepts and other chapters are for practicing problems. This book help students develop
fluency in balancing chemical equation which provides plenty of practice: * Methods to solve with the explanation. * Total of
550 problems to solve with answer key. * 450 chemical reactions to practice with answer key. * 100 practice problems that
are needed before balancing a chemical reaction with answer key. Click the " Buy now " button to take advantage of this
book to help yourself in mastering balancing skill.

An Introduction to Physical Science
Grasp biochemistry basics, apply the science, and ace your exams Are you baffled by biochemistry? If so here's the good
news ? you don't have to stay that way! Biochemistry For Dummies shows you how to get a handle on biochemistry, apply
the science, raise your grades, and prepare yourself to ace any standardized test. This friendly, unintimidating guide
presents an overview of the material covered in a typical college-level biochemistry course and makes the subject easy to
understand and accessible to everyone. From cell ultrastructure and carbohydrates to amino acids, proteins, and
supramolecular structure, you'll identify biochemical structures and reactions, and send your grades soaring. Newest
biology, biochemistry, chemistry, and scientific discoveries Updated examples and explanations Incorporates the most
current teaching techniques From water biochemistry to protein synthesis, Biochemistry For Dummies gives you the vital
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information, clear explanations, and important insights you need to increase your understanding and improve your
performance on any biochemistry test.

Balancing Chemical Equations
Master the art of balancing chemical reactions through examples and practice: 10 examples are fully solved step-by-step
with explanations to serve as a guide.Over 200 chemical equations provide ample practice.Exercises start out easy and
grow progressively more challenging and involved.Answers to every problem are tabulated at the back of the book.A
chapter of pre-balancing exercises helps develop essential counting skills.Opening chapter reviews pertinent concepts and
ideas.Not just for students: Anyone who enjoys math and science puzzles can enjoy the challenge of balancing these
chemical reactions.

E-chemistry Iii Tm (science and Technology)' 2003 Ed.
Tap into the power of technology to support and enhance high school science curricula and motivate your students with this
engaging addition to ISTE's NETS-S Curriculum Series. The technology-infused lessons in this volume promote the kind of
conceptual understanding and inquiry that drives real-world science. Drawing on extensive experience revolutionizing their
own science classrooms, the authors show teachers how to employ computer simulation and visualization tools to promote
student learning. Sample topics include cell division, virtual dissection, earthquake modeling, and the Doppler Effect.
FEATURES 16 multi-week units keyed to the NETS-S and the National Science Education Standards Interdisciplinary links,
teaching tips, lesson extenders, and assessment rubrics for each unit Introductory essays on technology integration, projectbased learning, and assessment Also available: Database Magic: Using Databases to Teach Curriculum in Grades 4-12 ISBN 1564842452 Teachers as Technology Leaders: A Guide to ISTE Technology Facilitation and Technology Leadership
Accreditation - ISBN 1564842266

Balancing chemical equations
Hundreds of practice problems to help you conquer chemistry Are you confounded by chemistry? Subject by subject,
problem by problem, Chemistry Workbook For Dummies lends a helping hand so you can make sense of this oftenintimidating subject. Packed with hundreds of practice problems that cover the gamut of everything you'll encounter in your
introductory chemistry course, this hands-on guide will have you working your way through basic chemistry in no time. You
can pick and choose the chapters and types of problems that challenge you the most, or you can work from cover to cover.
With plenty of practice problems on everything from matter and molecules to moles and measurements, Chemistry
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Workbook For Dummies has everything you need to score higher in chemistry. Practice on hundreds of beginning-toadvanced chemistry problems Review key chemistry concepts Get complete answer explanations for all problems Focus on
the exact topics of a typical introductory chemistry course If you're a chemistry student who gets lost halfway through a
problem or, worse yet, doesn't know where to begin, Chemistry Workbook For Dummies is packed with chemistry practice
problems that will have you conquering chemistry in a flash!

Physical Chemistry in Depth
Publisher's Note: Products purchased from Third Party sellers are not guaranteed by the publisher for quality, authenticity,
or access to any online entitlements included with the product. A UNIQUE NEW APPROACH THAT’S LIKE A LIGHTNING BOLT
TO THE BRAIN You know that moment when you feel as though a lightning bolt has hit you because you finally get
something? That’s how this book will make you react. (We hope!) Each chapter makes sure that what you really need to
know is clear right off the bat and sees to it that you build on this knowledge. Where other books ask you to memorize stuff,
we’re going to show you the must know ideas that will guide you toward success in chemistry. You will start each chapter
learning what the must know ideas behind a chemistry subject are, and these concepts will help you solve the chemistry
problems that you find in your classwork and on exams. Dive into this book and find: • 250+ practice questions that mirror
what you will find in your classwork and on exams• A bonus app with 100+ flashcards that will reinforce what you’ve
learned• Extensive examples that drive home essential concepts• An easy-access setup that allows you to jump in and out
of subjects• Chemistry topics aligned to national and state education standards• Special help for more challenging
chemistry subjects, including the mole concept, stoichiometry, and solutions We’re confident that the must know ideas in
this book will have you up and solving chemistry problems in no time—or at least in a reasonable amount of time!

Introductory Chemistry
"Physical Chemistry in Depth" is not a stand-alone text, but complements the text of any standard textbook on "Physical
Chemistry" into depth having in mind to provide profound understanding of some of the topics presented in these
textbooks. Standard textbooks in Physical Chemistry start with thermodynamics, deal with kinetics, structure of matter, etc.
The "Physical Chemistry in Depth" follows this adjustment, but adds chapters that are treated traditionally in ordinary
textbooks inadequately, e.g., general scaling laws, the graphlike structure of matter, and cross connections between the
individual disciplines of Physical Chemistry. Admittedly, the text is loaded with some mathematics, which is a prerequisite
to thoroughly understand the topics presented here. However, the mathematics needed is explained at a really low level so
that no additional mathematical textbook is needed.
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Chemical Reaction Equilibrium Analysis
Bishop's text shows students how to break the material of preparatory chemistry down and master it. The system of
objectives tells the students exactly what they must learn in each chapter and where to find it.

Lakhmir Singh’s Science for Class 8
Strategies and Solutions to Advanced Organic Reaction Mechanisms: A New Perspective on McKillop's Problems builds upon
Alexander (Sandy) McKillop's popular text, Solutions to McKillop's Advanced Problems in Organic Reaction Mechanisms,
providing a unified methodological approach to dealing with problems of organic reaction mechanism. This unique book
outlines the logic, experimental insight and problem-solving strategy approaches available when dealing with problems of
organic reaction mechanism. These valuable methods emphasize a structured and widely applicable approach relevant for
both students and experts in the field. By using the methods described, advanced students and researchers alike will be
able to tackle problems in organic reaction mechanism, from the simple and straight forward to the advanced. Provides
strategic methods for solving advanced mechanistic problems and applies those techniques to the 300 original problems in
the first publication Replaces reliance on memorization with the understanding brought by pattern recognition to new
problems Supplements worked examples with synthesis strategy, green metrics analysis and novel research, where
available, to help advanced students and researchers in choosing their next research project

Quick Access
THE QUICK AND PAINLESS WAY TO TEACH YOURSELF BASIC CHEMISTRY CONCEPTS AND TERMS Chemistry: A Self-Teaching
Guide is the easy way to gain a solid understanding of the essential science of chemistry. Assuming no background
knowledge of the subject, this clear and accessible guide covers the central concepts and key definitions of this
fundamental science, from the basic structure of the atom to chemical equations. An innovative self-guided approach
enables you to move through the material at your own pace—gradually building upon your knowledge while you strengthen
your critical thinking and problem-solving skills. This edition features new and revised content throughout, including a new
chapter on organic chemistry, designed to dramatically increase how fast you learn and how much you retain. This powerful
learning resource features: An interactive, step-by-step method proven to increase your understanding of the fundamental
concepts of chemistry Learning objectives, practice questions, study problems, and a self-review test in every chapter to
reinforce your learning An emphasis on practical concepts and clear explanations to ensure that you comprehend the
material quickly Engaging end-of-chapter stories connecting the material to a relevant topic in chemistry to bring important
concepts to life Concise, student-friendly chapters describing major chemistry concepts and terms, including the periodic
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table, atomic weights, chemical bonding, solutions, gases, solids, and liquids Chemistry: A Self-Teaching Guide is an ideal
resource for high school or college students taking introductory chemistry courses, for students taking higher level courses
needing to refresh their knowledge, and for those preparing for standardized chemistry and medical career admission tests.

Handbook on Material and Energy Balance Calculations in Material Processing, Includes CDROM
Rev. ed. of: Handbook on material and energy balance calculations in metallurgical processes. 1979.

Chemical Reactions and Their Equations
This clearly written, class-tested manual has long given students hands-on experience covering all the essential topics in
general chemistry. Stand alone experiments provide all the background introduction necessary to work with any general
chemistry text. This revised edition offers new experiments and expanded information on applications to real world
situations.

An Introduction to Chemistry
The manual contains step-by-step solutions and explanations for the odd-numbered questions and problems that appear at
the end of each chapter.

Chemistry Workbook For Dummies
Consistent with previous editions of An Introduction to Physical Science, the goal of the new Fourteenth edition is to
stimulate students' interest in and gain knowledge of the physical sciences. Presenting content in such a way that students
develop the critical reasoning and problem-solving skills that are needed in an ever-changing technological world, the
authors emphasize fundamental concepts as they progress through the five divisions of physical sciences: physics,
chemistry, astronomy, meteorology, and geology. Ideal for a non-science major's course, topics are treated both
descriptively and quantitatively, providing instructors the flexibility to emphasize an approach that works best for their
students. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be
available in the ebook version.

Writing and Balancing Chemical Equations
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The #1 choice for high school Chemistry.

Learning Elementary Chemistry Workbook
This new edition of CHEMISTRY continues to incorporate a strong molecular reasoning focus, amplified problem-solving
exercises, a wide range of real-life examples and applications, and innovative technological resources. With this text's focus
on molecular reasoning, readers will learn to think at the molecular level and make connections between molecular
structure and macroscopic properties. The Tenth Edition has been revised throughout and now includes a reorganization of
the descriptive chemistry chapters to improve the flow of topics, a new basic math skills Appendix, an updated art program
with new talking labels that fully explain what is going on in the figure, and much more. Available with InfoTrac Student
Collections http://gocengage.com/infotrac. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the
product text may not be available in the ebook version.

Understand Basic Chemistry Concepts
A plain-English guide to one of the toughest courses around So, you survived the first semester of Organic Chemistry
(maybe even by the skin of your teeth) and now it's time to get back to the classroom and lab! Organic Chemistry II For
Dummies is an easy-to-understand reference to this often challenging subject. Thanks to this book, you'll get friendly and
comprehensible guidance on everything you can expect to encounter in your Organic Chemistry II course. An extension of
the successful Organic Chemistry I For Dummies Covers topics in a straightforward and effective manner Explains concepts
and terms in a fast and easy-to-understand way Whether you're confused by composites, baffled by biomolecules, or
anything in between, Organic Chemistry II For Dummies gives you the help you need — in plain English!

Invetigating Chemistry Solutions Manual
To improve their chemistry one must perfect the skill of balancing numerous chemical equations and doing them properly,
This is something which you will have to practice again and again to perfect as its a key skill when it comes to high school
and even in college entrance exam and some college courses. In this book you will find multiple practice equations with
answers in 3 terms, 4 terms, 5 terms and many word problems that you can work on and improve you chemistry.

Balancing Chemical Equations Worksheet
This third edition of Key Science: Chemistry has been fully revised to meet the requirements of all 2001 GCSE
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specifications. It is aimed at middle-ability students, but contains enough material for high achievers. Topics are clearly
differentiated between core material for GCSE science: Double-Award/Single-Award and extension material for GCSE
science: chemistry.

Chemistry
The Language of Chemistry or Chemical Equations

Cracking the SAT Chemistry Subject Test, 15th Edition
Study more effectively and improve your performance at exam time with this comprehensive guide. The guide includes
chapter summaries that highlight the main themes; study goals with section references; lists of important terms; a
preliminary test for each chapter that provides an average of 80 drill and concept questions; and answers to the preliminary
tests. The Study Guide helps you organize the material and practice applying the concepts of the core text. Important
Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook
version.

Study Guide for Whitten/Davis/Peck/Stanley's Chemistry, 10th
Lakhmir Singh’s Science is a series of books which conforms to the NCERT syllabus. The main aim of writing this series is to
help students understand difficult scientific concepts in a simple manner in easy language. The ebook version does not
contain CD.

Chemistry
REA's Crash Course for the AP* Chemistry Exam - Gets You a Higher Advanced Placement* Score in Less Time Completely
Revised for the New 2014 Exam! Crash Course is perfect for the time-crunched student, the last-minute studier, or anyone
who wants a refresher on the subject. Are you crunched for time? Have you started studying for your Advanced Placement*
Chemistry exam yet? How will you memorize everything you need to know before the test? Do you wish there was a fast
and easy way to study for the exam AND boost your score? If this sounds like you, don't panic. REA's Crash Course for AP*
Chemistry is just what you need. Our Crash Course gives you: Targeted, Focused Review - Study Only What You Need to
Know Fully revised for the 2014 AP* Chemistry exam, this Crash Course is based on an in-depth analysis of the revised AP*
Chemistry course description outline and sample AP* test questions. It covers only the information tested on the new exam,
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so you can make the most of your valuable study time. Our targeted review focuses on the Big Ideas that will be covered on
the exam. Explanations of the AP* Chemistry Labs are also included. Expert Test-taking Strategies This Crash Course
presents detailed, question-level strategies for answering both the multiple-choice and essay questions. By following this
advice, you can boost your score in every section of the test. Take REA's Online Practice Exam After studying the material
in the Crash Course, go to the online REA Study Center and test what you've learned. Our practice exam features timed
testing, detailed explanations of answers, and automatic scoring analysis. The exam is balanced to include every topic and
type of question found on the actual AP* exam, so you know you're studying the smart way. Whether you're cramming for
the test at the last minute, looking for extra review, or want to study on your own in preparation for the exams - this is the
study guide every AP* Chemistry student must have. When it's crucial crunch time and your Advanced Placement* exam is
just around the corner, you need REA's Crash Course for AP* Chemistry!
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